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Until the day we die, we are living the story of our lives. And, like a 
novel in process, our life stories are always changing and evolving, 
being edited, re-written, and embellished by an unreliable narrator. 
We are, in large part, our personal stories. And those stories are more 
truthy than true. 

—Jonathan G ottschall

We are all descended from ancestors who loved music and dance, 
storytelling, and spirituality. We are descended from ancestors who 
sealed mating rituals and wedding ceremonies with song, as we do 
now (or at least boomers like me) with “The Wedding Song” (There 
Is Love), The Carpenters’ “Close to You,” Nat King Cole’s “Unforget-
table,” and Billy Joel’s “Just the Way You Are.” Songs like these remind 
us during life cycle events that we are part of a chain of continuing 
ceremony and ritual, participating as our ancestors did, binding our 
collective past to our personal future. 

—Dan Levitin

The I becomes an autobiographical author; the Me becomes the story 
it tells. The internalized and evolving amalgam of self stories—what 
is now typically referred to as a narrative identity . . . aims to in-
tegrate the reconstructed past, experienced present, and imagined 
future. 

—Dan McAdams

The Divine infiltrates our being and manifests, as it must, through 
the electrochemical processes of our brain. 

—Bruce Cockburn

Faith is not easy. It is a daily struggle to affirm that there is purpose 
and meaning in life, that love does endure and ultimately conquers, 
that miracles do happen, and that there are signs of hope that keep 
budding like the fynbos after a fire. 

—John deGruchy
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introduction

All men are mortal: they reflect upon this fact. A great many of 
them become old: almost none ever foresees this state before 
it is upon him . . . . In the old person that we must become, we 
refuse to recognize ourselves . . . . Old age looms ahead like a 
calamity: even among those who are thought well preserved, age 
brings with it a very obvious physical decline. When we look 
at the image of our own future provided by the old we do not 
believe it: an absurd inner voice whispers that that will never 
happen to us . . . . Until the moment it is upon us old age is 
something that only affects other people.1

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

These words were written by the French philosopher Simone de 
Beauvoir, in the introduction to her work The Coming of Age. I read 

the American edition of this book when I was twenty-nine. I remember 
reading this longish and scholarly tome with feelings of horror. At about 
this same time, Simon and Garfunkel’s album Old Friends hit the market—it 
must have been a long-play album I suppose, before the days of CDs (which 
are now also obsolete). Their title song observed “How terribly strange to 
be seventy . . . .” I agreed: How terribly strange to be seventy. I was part of 
that generation that didn’t trust anyone over thirty (although I was, after all, 
pushing that dividing line myself).

I picked the book up again recently. It is indeed a grim picture of aging 
in the Western industrial world. Of course, de Beauvoir was a Marxist, or at 
least had strong Marxist or socialist leanings. Her book was (and still is) an 
indictment of society’s treatment of its elderly—economically and socially 

1. de Beauvoir, The Coming of Age, 4–5.
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marginalizing the frail and dependent aged who are no longer considered 
quite human since they have ceased being productive selves, capable of 
contributing to society as a whole. De Beauvoir examined minutely the so-
cial context of the elderly on both sides of the Atlantic, as well as the inner 
experience of these same poverty-ridden aged as they live out their own 
decrepitude.

As I leafed through de Beauvoir’s book again, I wondered how dated 
her analysis was. I wondered what has changed in the decades that have 
passed, and what has changed very little since her writing. The reason, of 
course, why I’m intensely curious about this question is that I’m fast ap-
proaching that terribly strange year that Simon and Garfunkel mourned 
in song. You see, I’m on the leading edge of that bulging cohort known as 
Baby Boomers. My generation is now working its way toward retirement 
and beyond. We are heading into that next phase, shaping our life’s story 
over the next decade or two.

So is the future for us inevitably grim . . . or not? Oliver Sacks, once 
professor of neurology at the New York University School of Medicine, 
wrote an opinion piece for The New York Times titled “The Joy of Old Age. 
(No Kidding.).” He ended his piece with this: “I do not think of old age as 
an ever grimmer time that one must somehow endure and make the best of, 
but as a time of leisure and freedom, freed from the factitious urgencies of 
earlier days, free to explore whatever I wish, and to bind the thoughts and 
feelings of a lifetime together. I am looking forward to being 80.”2

Of course Sacks, as he approached age eighty, didn’t technically qualify 
as a Boomer (more about that cohort in a moment). He was certainly part of 
a highly educated elite, those privileged who often age more gracefully and 
more easily than others. Even de Beauvoir recognized that those fortunate 
elderly with education and money enjoyed their last years in relative com-
fort. But Sacks also represented a very different view of growing old than 
what others have described. His counterpoint invites me to reflect on aging 
in contemporary society—invites me to raise questions and examine what 
might be the same and what might be different for my own cohort as we 
move into our own senior status.

Now a great deal has been written about Baby Boomers in recent years. 
In his Great Expectations: America and the Baby Boom Generation,3 Landon 
Jones describes Boomers as those of us not having a personal memory 
of World War II but shaped by the postwar American optimistic high.4 

2. Sacks, “The Joy of Old Age. (No Kidding).” 
3. Jones, Great Expectations.
4. Often categorized into two groups, the early Boomers (1943–1955 or so) came of 
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According to William Strauss and Neil Howe in their book, Generations,5 
our generation—born between 1943 and 1960—is wedged between what 
they refer to as the Silent Generation, born between 1925–1942, and Gen-
eration X, born between 1961–1981 (my sons’ generation).

According to these writers, we Boomers took time to reflect and ex-
plore being young between the innocence of childhood and the responsibil-
ity of burden-ladened adulthood. We were those youthful radicals who later 
became stockbrokers. (I remember the “professional graduate students” at 
Indiana University when I was a student there, those who strung out their 
education as a very comfortable way of life for years, living a lifestyle where 
they could be rebels with a cause—passionately arguing with each other at 
tables in the library cafeteria.) We were idealistic, politically active, anties-
tablishment dropouts from traditional religious practices; we did sit-ins, we 
went to Woodstock to “make love, not war.” We were the “me” generation, 
spending lavishly on ourselves, individualistic, doing it all our way.

So here we are today, edging toward what is next. I return to the ques-
tion raised by de Beauvoir’s book. A recent Pew Survey provides some sta-
tistics that make me think perhaps her gloom is still relevant to our own 
coming experience. According to this report, today’s Baby Boomers are a 
generally “glum” group, with 80 percent or so expressing dissatisfaction 
with how their lives are progressing. In fact, many expect both physical 
and financial decline in the years ahead, fitting nicely with de Beauvoir’s 
portrayal. Of course, the recent and great recession, wiping out savings and 
causing widespread layoffs and job loss, has certainly contributed to this 
malaise.

But there are other notes to hear—that counterpoint voiced by Sacks 
as we stare down the seventh and eighth decades of our lives. Andrew Os-
wald and David Blanchflower have analyzed cross-cultural data drawn from 
eighty different countries over the past thirty-five years, showing that there 
is a U-shaped curve to levels of life satisfaction. That is, across the world, 
as folks age—interestingly, regardless of economic status—levels of anxiety 
and depression go up and satisfaction goes down until middle age (around 
mid-forties), when the trend becomes reversed (barring serious physical 

age during the Vietnam War, experienced the Cuban Missile Crisis, the assassinations 
of JFK, Robert Kennedy, and Martin Luther King, political unrest, the first walk on 
the moon, antiwar protests, the women’s movement, and Woodstock. The late Boom-
ers—born between 1956–1964 or so—experienced Watergate, the Nixon resignation, 
the Cold War, the oil embargo, rising inflation, and the age of Ronald Reagan’s morning 
in America.

5. Howe and Strauss, Generations.
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disability).6 Other researchers have also found this trend. Carstensen and 
her colleagues report in their 2011 paper that “as people age and time hori-
zons grow shorter, people invest in what is most important, typically mean-
ingful relationships, and derive increasingly greater satisfaction from these 
investments.”7 In other words, with age comes wisdom. We make better life 
decisions that bring greater satisfaction in the end.

The answer then to what lies ahead for us Boomers seems to be either/
or, doesn’t it. Some age well; some do not. And hence—since we are all aging 
one way or another—the reason for writing this book.

Let me just say up front that my first career was as a trained scientist—
an academic psychologist specializing in the emerging field of psychoneu-
roimmunology (that is, looking at the connections between psychological 
factors, stress-related hormones, and immune function); and my second 
“career” was (and is) as an Episcopal priest. Thus, this dual training allows 
me to bring both science and spirituality to bear on the question of aging 
well.

I’m also going to explore aging in contemporary society in part through 
the lens of my own life. And I have traveled some interesting terrain with 
some major turning points in the road along the way. Many of the early 
turns were leaps into unknown territory because I was single-mindedly 
pursuing some goal, “come hell or high water” as they say. After all, I was 
part of the “me” generation and we pretty much all did it our way. In hind-
sight, of course, I was reinventing myself at each of these turning points, 
assuming another identity, rewriting my life’s story into a coherent whole.

Now I have taken another turn down my life’s road. I have assumed an-
other massive shift in my identity—a shift not of my own making or choice 
but quite the opposite. Six months ago I became a widow for the second time 
in three years. In 2010, my husband of thirty-five years, Leon Levy, died of 
complications from Alzheimer’s disease. But because of his crippling mental 
deterioration—traveling from brilliant academic scholar to someone who 
could no longer recognize one of his daughters or remember our shared 
past—I actually lost him years before his physical body finally gave out.

Later in that same year, I married again, joining my life to that of Paul 
Achtemeier’s, a dear friend and colleague—and another internationally 
recognized scholar—who had lost his wife to cancer in 2002. Paul died last 
January, at age eighty-five, of the prostate cancer he had battled for nearly 
twenty years. The disease finally won, progressing with a vengeance the last 
few months of his life. So now I face my own Boomer’s future as widow.

6. Discussed at length in Jonathan Rauch’s article, “The Real Roots of Midlife Crisis.”
7. Quoted in ibid., 93
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But I am also other selves than just widow. I’m a devoted mother to 
two “boys” (who are now middle-aged men with families of their own!). I 
have gathered some lovely step-children along the way. I have accumulated 
some very dear friends here and there. I have my work: I serve as an associ-
ate clergy in a local, historical church (where Patrick Henry took his “give 
me liberty or give me death” stand); I also write nonfiction books such as 
this one. These pieces of me are very much alive. They are vital parts of my 
ongoing story, the parts that remain as stable aspects of my core identity.

The point I want to make here is that although there have been major 
turning points in my life where I’ve rewritten the story as it unfolded before 
me, this time as never before I am keenly aware that I have taken a seismic 
turn. I am facing for the first time in my adult life the fact of being alone, 
without a loving partner by my side. This is a scary landscape that I have 
ventured into, and yet . . . and yet I am bidden by life itself to move into this 
new story plot and make new meaning out of what is left of my time. And 
that is true for all of us, is it not?

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Oscar Wilde is supposed to have said something to the effect that “the 
books that you read when you don’t have to, determine what you will be 
when you can’t help it.” This is a controlling theme of this book, but its truth 
is embedded in a larger truth about what it means to be human. The weight 
of both contemporary science and theology is that we are embodied selves, 
holistic beings, embodied souls endowed with marvelous brains that are 
wired for story in all its various forms—stories we sing, chant, read, write, 
and tell. There is a narrative shape to our lives that reflects the way our brain 
is neurologically wired to make sense of the world around us.

As a preview of coming attractions, let me give you a brief look at the 
chapters that lie ahead. In chapter 1, “Wired for Song and Story,” I want to 
spend a little time (painlessly I hope) on the neurobiology of our evolved 
brain, examining how you and I are wired to tell stories—looking at how 
we sculpt our brains in becoming who we are when we can’t help it. In the 
process, I’ll describe a bit of recent psychology research concerning how we 
shape our lives especially through the power of fiction.

One of the neuroscientists whom I draw from in that first chapter is 
Daniel Levitin. In his The World in Six Songs,8 the author lists six categories 
of music that can be found universally, six categories of songs whose lyrics 
are about the great human existential concerns of friendship, knowledge, 

8. Levitin, The World in Six Songs.
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joy, religion, comfort, and love. But beyond songs with lyrics, it occurred 
to me that those six categories really cover universal concerns of all stories, 
sung or otherwise. Reflecting back on de Beauvoir’s book, in addition to her 
Marxist orientation, she was also a Freudian. And if you remember, Freud’s 
classic description of mental health is the ability to work and to love. In 
broad strokes—drawing from both Levitin and Freud—this is how I have 
grouped the rest of the chapters that follow the science base I lay down in 
chapter 1.

The three chapters that comprise section I, “Wired for Friendship, 
Knowledge, and Joy: Building the Story,” reflect the work (or praxis, if you 
want to get technical) of our cohort’s early adult years, as well as our current 
lives. Chapter 2, “‘If I Had a Hammer’: The Protest Generation and Idealism 
Writ Large,” will include a look at recent narrative psychology research on 
writing and rewriting one’s story—both then and now. Chapter 3, “‘Which 
Side Are You on, Boy’: Education of the Moral Sense,” and chapter 4, “‘I’m 
on Fire’: The Celebration of Life,” will examine among other things the 
shaping power of autobiography and the current research on gratitude and 
happiness.

Firsthand accounts drawn from interviews with Boomers—those 
idealists from the “me” generation who are now at peak career points in 
their lives—will be interspersed throughout section I. I’ll focus especially on 
the quality of our friendships and life satisfaction as we begin to entertain 
thoughts of retirement over the next decade—or have already made that 
leap—and muse on what might lie ahead in the next phase of our lives as we 
continue to write our life stories.

The three chapters that make up section II, “Wired for Religion, Com-
fort, and Love: Continuing the Story,” reflect Freud’s second component of 
health, the power to love. Specifically, chapter 5, “‘My Sweet Lord’: God’s 
Lure and the Life Well Lived,” will take a look at our cohort’s search for 
community apart from traditional religion, and will include a discussion of 
recent research on acceptance, adaptation, forgiveness, and life satisfaction, 
as well as religion and health. We’ll examine research on sources of comfort 
in the face of loss and sorrow, as well as acceptance of the self ’s needs along 
the way in chapter 6,“‘Take Me Home, Country Road’: The Comfort of the 
Familiar.” And in chapter 7, “‘Imagine Me and You’: The Many-Splendored 
Thing Called Love,” we’ll look at some research on romantic versus mature 
love, the effects of living a grateful life, and the process of co-authoring our 
lives with friends and lovers.

Finally, in the epilogue, “The Story of Our Lives and the Future of Fic-
tion,” I’ll consider the practice of fiction reading, music listening, and video 
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playing as we re-create our own life stories, discussing the future of fiction9 
within a larger cultural context.

As in section I, throughout this second section I’ll include excerpts 
from interviews with those who are now facing or have already moved into 
retirement from the main workforce. I’ll especially consider the quality of 
their communal bonds, as well as the place of various spiritual practices that 
may enrich their lives. We’ll look at the coherence of their life stories at this 
point (or lack of it, as the case may be) as they head into that terribly strange 
eighth decade.

The title of this book, The Fiction of our Lives, has two meanings, 
doesn’t it? On the surface, the title suggests that we sort of make it up as 
we go along, living lies in the process, creating fictions we tell to others, 
fictional masks to hide behind and cover up the truth of our lives. But in 
the deepest sense meant here, we do create our lives and our stories because 
this is what it means to be human—from our genes to our culture. We create 
and we re-create and co-create our stories over the course of the years we are 
given in order to make something of ourselves. Some are more successful at 
this creative process than others. But all have the capacity to weave a life that 
has worth, integrity, and coherence. So let’s travel this road together and see 
where the journey takes us in the pages ahead.

9. The premise here is that most if not all stories are fictional in the sense that when 
we call on our memories for words, metaphors, and images, and imagine an episode’s 
closure—whether we’re writing an autobiography, sharing last night’s dream over lunch 
with a friend, or telling our spouse about the interaction with our boss this morning—
we fill in the gaps as we weave the tale. Chapter 1 will consider the fictional character 
of stories in more detail.





1

1
Wired for Song and Story

It is the love of our existence that is the highest love of all, the 
love of humanity with all our flaws, all our destructiveness, all 
our petty fears, gossip, and rivalries. A love of the goodness that 
we sometimes show under the most difficult stresses, of the 
heroism of doing the right thing even when no one can see us 
doing it, of being honest when there is nothing to gain by it, of 
loving those whom others might find unlovable. It is all this, 
and our capacity to write about it—to celebrate it in song—that 
makes us human.1

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

A few years back, my husband and I flew down to Ft. Myers, Florida. We 
rented a car and drove to Ft. Myers Beach, where my brother and his 

wife have a condo so they can escape the winter snows of northern Indiana. 
We stayed at a motel along the strip of beach there, and one night, after we 
had gone out to dinner with them, we came back early to the motel. Because 
it was still an early hour, and because it seemed like a good idea to us to go 
have a night cap by the pool, that’s where we found ourselves that evening. 
Us and about a hundred other folks shouted at one another over the sounds 
of a live band under a big outdoor awning protecting the bar from the ele-
ments. The noise level was pretty intense (for example, the bartender had to 
read our lips to figure out what we wanted for our libations), and the music 

1. Levitin, The World in Six Songs, 289.
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with its insistent beat was so loud that we could feel it all the way down to 
the soles of our feet.

We actually found a table just then being vacated. We grabbed it and 
sat down to sip and listen to songs—many or most were of the “oldies” genre, 
given the average age of the crowd jostling around the cramped spaces be-
tween tables and bar. Suddenly, some really groovy song was struck up by 
the band (I mean they were nothing if not loud!), and I and many others 
decided—or rather were drawn—to stand in place and clap and sway to the 
beat. (Not my husband, I should add.) I don’t remember exactly what “oldie” 
they were playing, but it drove our rhythm movement, from feet to hands 
to head bobbing.

Maybe it was Buddy Holly’s “That’ll Be the Day.” Or maybe it was 
Sonny and Cher’s “The Beat Goes On.” Or maybe it was the Cuff Link’s 
“Tracy.” Anyway, whatever the song was, it electrified the night, and most of 
us were on our feet swept up in a feeling of communal bonding, almost like 
one giant, swaying unit of humankind, sharing the moment that bordered 
on ecstasy.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

It is likely that if you lived through the 50s, or the 60s, or the 70s, as 
you read the above song titles, you heard one or more of these songs in 
your head. You not only heard the lyrics, you actually heard the tune and 
the signature voices of Buddy Holly, Sonny and Cher, or the Cuff Links in 
your head. You may have caught yourself actually humming one or more of 
them, maybe moving rhythmically in your chair just a tiny bit, and maybe 
you felt good if the memory evoked positive feelings in your brain’s memory 
and pleasure centers.

Now what does this little episode by that Florida poolside tell us about 
our brains, about us as communal creatures? What does it tell us about 
ourselves as storytellers as we remember and reflect on emotionally laden 
events in our lives? Well, it turns out that current science has quite a bit 
to tell us about the evolutionary and neurochemical roots of our everyday 
experience—how we see and feel the world about us, how we are drawn into 
the social bonds that unite us to one another. In the pages that lie ahead, I 
trace out some of the answers to these questions.

This book is also in part my story, the story I’ve made of my life so 
far, my uniqueness as I have moved through my adult years. Moreover, 
this book is, in some basic sense, your story, because of the humanity—our 
humanness, our commonality—that we share as fellow creatures. William 
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James once said something to the effect that after all, we are all pretty much 
alike. But he added that it’s the small differences that make us unique and 
interesting to one another.

In fact, those small differences, those human qualities, extend all the 
way down to our genetic make-up. For the most part, you and I share a com-
mon human genome, a gene sequence programmed to produce some shade 
of human being and not any other creature resembling your pet canary or 
dog. But beyond that common human core program, our uniqueness devel-
ops from the ground up. You inherit half your particular genes (determining 
your eye color and your temperament, for example) from each parent—with 
perhaps a minor mutation or two thrown into the mix. Over your lifetime 
your culture and your personal experience shift and shape the expression of 
your unique subset of genes, developing you into James’s singular self.

As I said in the introduction to this work, I have lived through some 
interesting times and have done some interesting things—at least to me and 
perhaps also to you. I have grown up as part of a cohort referred to by social 
scientists as Baby Boomers. So although this book will draw from my own 
life experiences, it will also be a study of our culture and its times, focus-
ing on the books and songs that have played a role in shaping me into the 
person I became and am still becoming when I can’t help it—to echo again 
Oscar Wilde’s quote.

This book, then, will include a tour of those imaginative products—
songs and stories—that have at least partially shaped me, as I have also 
shaped the person I am now and will be as I make my way toward my end 
in this world as we know it. More generally, this will be a story of aging in 
the twenty-first century, a story reflecting the coming of age in those of us 
born between the years of 1943 and 1960 or so. Thus, it is—beyond my 
narrative—a story we share as we grapple with the What next? of our own 
lives.

Let me say right up front—since this will be “memoirish” in part as 
I recall details of my life to flesh out the discussion at hand—that a mem-
oir is a true story of a life as remembered. Thus, from time to time in the 
pages ahead, I will draw from my memory store episodes experienced as an 
embodied human creature, raised in a culture that has provided a menu of 
stories and songs from which I sampled and selected. Perhaps another way 
to approach the matter at hand is to say that this is in part a memoir—like 
all remembered past—that is more “truthy” than truth. That is, from both 
a subjective experiential, as well as neuronal or biological point of view, 
what we remember is mainly the gist of events in our past, as we fill in the 
contours of that past with our current experiences and future hopes. The 
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answer then to Pilate’s question, “What is truth?” is in fact a complicated 
one. But more on that later.

What I hope to accomplish in this first chapter is a fairly painless 
exploration of our common human brain2—specifically, our evolved brain 
structure wired for song and story. We’ll consider our brain, from its most 
primitive core to its more highly refined conceptual apparatus—our mi-
raculous brain that provides the neural network out of which consciousness 
arises, allowing us to be the human beings that we have become. I hope 
to make the case, along with several scholars from whom I draw, that it is 
our imaginative powers expressed in song and dance, in rituals and stories, 
that have allowed our homo sapiens line to not only survive and thrive, but 
to also reach for the highest heavens in our search for and creation of the 
deepest meanings of our lives.

Speaking of heaven, I will also say up front—as other scientists and 
artists have said before me—that in my blending of science and art, nothing 
of these products of human creation contradicts the notion that there exists 
some transcendent Being, a Creator beyond our limited time and concep-
tion, a Creator who can and does work through the process of evolution 
to call forth human beings as co-creators of our world and history. Along 
these lines, someone has noted that “to say that we should drop the idea of 
[objective] truth as out there waiting to be discovered is not to say that we 
have discovered that, out there, there is no Truth.”3 Although we will never 
know ultimate Truth in this limited life, I believe that Truth in the form of 
Divine and gracious Mystery is both real and engages humans who are open 
to such encounters.

In sum, this book is basically about fashioning your and my life story 
with the creative power our inherited brain structures allow—in the com-
pany of others, within a culture that provides a menu of options. We can tell 

2. For my purpose here, I do not intend to address the particulars of the aging 
brain—that is, the changes that take place in the human brain as it develops over time 
as we approach senescence. A fairly recent summary of the latest neuroscience find-
ings in this area concludes that current research favors continued plasticity and neural 
compensation for age-related losses, and neural recovery processes across the life span. 
In short, our brains—at least in the healthy old—continue to adapt and make up for 
neural losses over time. Reuter-Lorenz and Park summarize recent findings by stating 
that “brain-based approaches to aging suggest continuities across the life span whereby 
investments made earlier in life, in the form of intellectual, social, and physical enrich-
ment, may increase neural reserve and potential for effective scaffolding as people meet 
increasing challenges in later life” (“Human Neuroscience,” 412). I would thus argue 
that the cultural products and practices related to song and story—for which our brains 
are already wired—have positive and lasting effects as we sculpt our minds over our 
adult years. This is the matter taken up in this book.

3. Quotation by Richard Rorty found in Lehrer’s Proust was a Neuroscientist, 190.
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a good story of our life—not because good things necessarily happen to us, 
but because we have the power to create a good, meaningful, coherent life 
story across our days as we age. Our brain is wired for that—with a little 
help from our friends (as the Beatles sang). And I would also add with a 
little help from Divine grace.

That’s the story you’re going to see unfolding in the pages before you. 
The book’s refrain is this: You have the inborn potential to create a good life 
story—no matter what. This book is meant to tell you how and why. With 
that, let’s begin our voyage together through our wondrous human brain, 
the creator (or co-creator) of our embodied humanity.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

“Thou shalt not” might reach the head, but it takes “once upon a 
time” to reach the heart.4 

Good music, like good poetry [or novels] can elevate a story to 
give it a sense of the universal, of something larger than we or 
our own problems are. Art can move us so because it helps con-
nect us to the higher truths, to a sense of being part of a global 
community—in short, to not being alone.5 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

I’m going to assume that most of us are at least familiar with the idea 
of our species’ evolution from prehuman hominid lines of past millennia. 
Some of us might not be terribly comfortable with that generally accepted 
scientific fact—although as someone has pointed out somewhere (and I 
don’t mean to demean individual sensibilities in this regard), that it all hap-
pened so very, very long ago, that we really needn’t worry too much about it 
in any case. And I really don’t want to get into all the counterarguments for 
the role of a Creator in all of this process, from intelligent design to a more 
nuanced theory of evolutionary theism endorsed by such scientific luminar-
ies as Francis Collins, head of the Human Genome Project, and now head 
of the National Institutes of Health. But since Collins’s position is also mine 
on the matter of human evolution and God the Creator’s role in all of this 

4. Boyd, On the Origin of Stories, 376.
5. Levitin, The World in Six Songs, 132.
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process, I’ll just briefly quote him right here and then leave the argument for 
another day and other writers:

God, who is not limited in space or time, created the universe 
and established natural laws that govern it. Seeking to populate 
this otherwise sterile universe with living creatures, God chose 
the elegant mechanism of evolution to create microbes, plants 
and animals of all sorts. Most remarkably, God intentionally 
chose the same mechanism to give rise to special creatures who 
would have intelligence, a knowledge of right and wrong, free will, 
and a desire to seek fellowship with Him (and one another).6 

Our modern understanding of human evolution began with Charles 
Darwin’s descriptive scientific writings after his 1831 five-year voyage on 
the ship the Beagle. After his return to land at age twenty-nine, apparently 
he clearly grasped the idea of human evolution that would electrify the sci-
entific world and the public at large some twenty-one years later. Simply put, 
“we are descended from a common stock of anatomically modern humans 
who migrated out of E. Africa as recently as 200,000 years ago and spread 
around the world.”7

This is really the point in our human story where I want to begin be-
cause I’m primarily interested in our evolved human capacity for singing, 
dancing, and storytelling—unique to humans as our line has evolved to its 
current creative and imaginative capacity these past millennia. But perhaps 
I should back up just a bit and mention the genetic line we superseded, the 
Neanderthals. In that prehuman branch, we find the origins of song, dance, 
and rudimentary oral utterings that apparently communicated social mean-
ing for our early ancestors who lived in caves.

Let me first mention what Darwin came to understand—the simple 
principle that lies at the base of evolutionary theory. Biological evolution 
occurs when a genetic mutation arises (as they do in each generation) that 

6. Collins, The Language of God, 200–1, emphasis added.
7. McEwan, “Literature, Science, and Human Nature,” 10. However, recent research 

reported in Science by a team of paleoanthropologists suggests that our human (or 
proto-human) line may extend unbroken from our earliest hominid ancestors, tracing 
our ancestral line back 1.8 million years. Based on the findings of a primitive skull 
found in a dig site in the country of Georgia, these investigators concluded that the 
shape of this relatively small brain case suggests a direct line from early and upright 
hominids (H. Erectus) migrating out of Africa much earlier than previously assumed, 
with that early line evolving from that proto-human ancestor to our present H. Sapiens 
species. Their conclusions have raised the usual scientific controversy, so I cite the study 
for information only. Their argument makes no substantive difference for our purpose 
here, in any case.
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turns out to have adaptive, survival significance. That is, chance mutations8 
that give the creature and its offspring some survival advantage will tend 
to persist in the gene pool and be passed on to future generations. If the 
mutation enhances self-reproduction by, for example, allowing the bearer 
to find food more efficiently, or appear more attractive to the opposite sex, 
such mutations tend to get passed on as sexual fitness is enhanced—first 
to the small local group, and after 50,000 years or so, to the population at 
large. As someone recently noted, you should congratulate yourself on be-
ing the latest reproductive success of a genetic line extending back beyond 
memory, replete with a full complement of genes that have proven to have 
great survival value. So pat yourself on the back because you are a winner!

Beginning with our Neanderthal cousins, it turns out that around 1.8 
million years ago these prehumans migrated into areas of the African savan-
nah (and likely farther—see note six). Because this climate was quite hot 
and humid, apparently these individuals learned to stand upright in order 
to—seriously—catch the breeze. As Stephen Mithin states it in his delight-
ful book, The Singing Neanderthals9 they adapted to the geography as they 
learned to “stand tall, stay cool!” Interestingly—and very significantly for 
our own human destiny—as they developed what’s referred to as “biped-
alism,” their skeletal frame began to shift. Among other things that shift 
allowed the larynx in the neck to elongate and move down lower in the 
throat, affording a greater range of vocalizations beyond what Mithin refers 
to as the “grunts and barks” of their predecessors. As I discussed in an ear-
lier book,10 their upright posture also required a larger brain to coordinate 
upright movement, “which became rhythmic in gait, allowing them to run 
long distance, to jump, and to dance.”

Still living in small groups or tribes, these early ancestors had no need 
to develop complex, nuanced language communication. So they continued 
to express emotion and signal information holistically, using vocal and 
bodily gestures to greet, warn, appease, and so forth, manipulating others’ 
responses in turn. They also expressed social meaning through rhythmic 
dance displays, vocalizing or singing rhythmically to sooth their young, 
and so on. Thus, the evolution of mental mechanisms to maintain rhythmic 

8. We can debate how “chance” these mutations are, depending on where you stand 
regarding the “throw of the dice” versus Intelligent Design versus the evolutionary the-
ist positions. Again, I don’t want to get into that argument here beyond stating my 
position in concert with the latter argument. Later in these pages, we will take up the 
role of God or the Transcendent Other or Infinite Spirit in a discussion of our human 
flourishing through song and story.

9. Mithin, The Singing Neanderthals.
10. Levy-Achtemeier, Flourishing Life.
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coordination of muscle groups contributed to the development of the hu-
man brain.11

The brain we inherited from our Neanderthal cousins when our homo 
sapiens line evolved about 200,000 years ago (with some intermingling of 
our two species before that based on findings from recently discovered 
traces of Neanderthal DNA in modern humans) already had the capacity 
for rhythm, dance, and humming song to sooth the young, as well as to utter 
sounds with social meaning. As I’ll elaborate below, song and dance clearly 
preceded language as human adaptive skills that you and I have retained 
across widespread regions of our brain, even though the actual rhythm/
dance connections have become somewhat attenuated through lack of exer-
cise in our more sedate Western culture.

Our immediate, homo sapiens ancestors lived in larger social groupings 
than did our Neanderthal cousins, which had obvious survival value (after 
all, there’s safety in numbers, more efficiency in gathering edibles, as well 
as the offering of a larger gene pool from which to select and generate ad-
ditional novel and useful mutations). Our species thus needed more refined 
communication signals, and language developed. As our brain expanded to 
allow more sophisticated communication among larger tribes, our brains 
also developed the capacity to plan, to reorganize, and to develop rules for 
living in cooperative groups. Because of our complex, adaptive brain skills, 
our homo sapiens line won the evolutionary lottery, so to speak, and the 
Neanderthal line became extinct. But importantly for us, we retained their 
rhythm and song pathways that extend into all areas of your and my brain.

So let me now spend a few minutes on the structure and function of 
our evolved capacities for song, dance, and story.

The WOndeR OF OuR BRaIn: BuILT FOR SOng 
and STORy

In his interesting little book Keeping Together in Time, William McNeill 
describes at length the social bonding effects of moving together in syn-
chrony—whether marching, moving in ritual acts, singing, or dancing with 
others. “Moving our muscles rhythmically and giving voice consolidate 
group solidarity by altering human feelings.”12 Our species thrived in the 
beginning because some happy mutation produced offspring who were best 
able to elicit cooperation, group coordination, and social bonding by rhyth-
mic movement and calling others to join in. And lo and behold, they all 

11. Ibid., 42–43.
12. McNeill, Keeping Together in Time, viii.
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became one group, discovering in the process that united we stand, divided 
we fall. “Humans need social linkages to make society work, and music is 
one of them.”13 In McNeill’s own words:

Human beings desperately need to belong to communities that 
give guidance and meaning to their lives; and moving rhythmi-
cally while giving voice together is the surest, most speedy, and 
efficacious way of creating and sustaining such communities 
that our species has ever hit upon. Words and ideals matter and 
are always involved; but keeping together in time arouses warm 
emotions of collective solidarity and erases personal frustra-
tions as words, by themselves, cannot do. Large and complex 
human societies, in all probability, cannot long maintain them-
selves without such kinesthetic undergirding. Ideas and ideals 
are not enough. Feelings matter too, and feelings are inseparable 
from their gestural and muscular expression.14 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

“We are all descended from ancestors who loved music and dance, sto-
rytelling, and spirituality.”15 So states Daniel Levitin in his intriguing work 
The World in Six Songs. In his On the Origin of Stories, Brian Boyd also ar-
gues for the evolutionary roots of art, saying that “our impulse to engage in 
and respond to art, verbal, visual, musical, and kinetic, exists across human 
cultures and develops in all normal children without special teaching. And 
it depends on the [evolved] capacity of those around us to understand what 
we have done, even when we are absent or have devised something utterly 
new.”16 In other words, expression and response to art in all its forms is a 
bi-directional process, requiring both the creator of the song, dance, poem, 
or story, as well as the listener, viewer, or reader who grasps the significance 
of the product and co-creates meaning in the process.

Boyd also points out that since making art in whatever form requires 
time and energy, art-making was and is costly. As various art forms are 
found universally in our species, our capacity for music, dance, and sto-
rytelling must have had survival value or else these brain capacities would 
have been eliminated from our genetic pool. That is, these capacities would 

13. Levitin, This Is Your Brain on Music, 258.
14. McNeill, Keeping Together in Time, 152.
15. Levitin, The World in Six Songs, 225.
16. Boyd, On the Origin of Stories, 11.
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have been selected out if they had been costly in time and energy with no 
survival benefit.

Instead our ability to create art in its several forms evolved as evolu-
tionary adaptations. As our brains grew in size and complexity, art forms 
likely arose as aspects of cognitive play. In fact, Boyd defines art as “cog-
nitive play with pattern.” Analogous to motor play in the young of many 
species including our own, play builds skilled movements and strengthens 
neural pathways that afford flexibility by anticipating the next moves of self 
and play partner. “Like play, art succeeds by engaging and rewarding at-
tention, since the more frequent and intense our response, the more pow-
erful the neural consequences.”17 Such consequences or neural effects are 
enhanced in part by the release of certain neurochemicals within the mid-
brain’s pleasure centers in response to visual and musical patterned stimuli 
(for example, with increased social trust at the release of the brain-soothing 
hormone oxytocin). In short, we are evolved creatures, attracted to the cog-
nitive play of pattern against the expected background of everyday routine 
stimulus—attracted by songs and stories as they surprise and delight us in 
our ordinary, taken-for-granted lives.

Humans are also “ultrasocial” creatures, and have evolved perceptual 
preferences where we especially watch each other. From the cradle to near-
ing the grave we pay special attention to faces—recognizing friends and 
lovers, finding comfort in the trusted familiar, and studying strangers to 
know their intentions. In short, we pay attention to what’s new on our ho-
rizon, vigilant to detect threat, especially threat from strangers. We are also 
competitive even within our own communal group—seeking the esteem of 
others to be won through artistic display. If I sing well, others will applaud; 
if I dance a jig, others will admiringly watch; if I paint beautiful pictures 
or tell compelling stories, others will be attracted to me and my work, thus 
assuring the survival of my genes in offspring from my choice of suitors.

Researchers also make the point that in terms of evolution, our species’ 
capacity for making music and moving rhythmically in ritual and dance—
already developed in our Neanderthal cousins—preceded our language 
development within our homo sapiens line. To perhaps oversimplify, music 
evolved first, promoting intragroup cooperation (for example, by lowering 
testosterone levels affecting “fight” brain centers). Visual art likely appeared 
next in the form of body decorations as perhaps marks of affiliation lead-
ing to cooperation within the group, as well as attractions for sexual pair-
ing. Lastly, language capacity arose as our brains developed the ability for 

17. Ibid., 15.
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rule-following,18 and neural connections to midbrain memory and emo-
tional centers gave rise to abstract thinking, planning, and problem-solving. 
In short, music-making paved the way for language—maybe because music 
promoted representational flexibility through play with pattern promoting 
the development of a bigger brain.

As we shall see, the evolutionary functions of music (attention-getting 
for purposes of cooperation, bonding, and sexual attraction) are the same 
as for storytelling. In fact, both music and language capacities are what is 
referred to as “generative”—in the sense that humans became able to com-
bine and then recombine musical notes and words into creative products, 
making something new to catch others’ attention. The development of lan-
guage also allowed reflection about the world and then self-reflection about 
one’s life as our consciousness expanded as a function of prefrontal cortex 
growth.

Given the evolutionary priority of music and likely dance (since the 
two art modes are neurologically linked in our human brains), let’s consider 
our evolutionary and biological base for music-making first before consid-
ering the development of language and our evolved affinity for storytelling 
and listening.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Music, of course, is ubiquitous in our culture. According to Levitin, 
the average American hears music about five hours of every day. You can’t 
get into an elevator, step into a grocery store, or shop in Nordstrom without 
having your ears assailed by musical sounds. Stores play Christmas carols 
before Thanksgiving to get us in the mood to shop early and grab bargains. 
And because of the development of our technology, the average fourteen-
year-old today will apparently hear more music on their iPod in a month 
than their grandfather heard in his whole lifetime. I myself never take my 
walks around the neighborhood without my iPhone playing tunes in my 
ears—songs especially from the ’60s and ’70s, Bob Dylan and Mary Hop-
kins singing in my head.

Music affects our mood and our behavior by altering brain chemis-
try, and the neural pathways in our brain that respond to musical input 
are widely distributed throughout our brain tissue. As Levitin puts it, the 
power of music challenges the prediction centers in our prefrontal cortex, 
neurons that have learned the rules that govern both language and music 

18. In fact, a common mode of pattern recognition through rule learning and fol-
lowing likely underlies both language and art.
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display, and it causes us to pay attention when something unexpected oc-
curs in our hearing. Music simultaneously stimulates emotional centers in 
the limbic system—the more “primitive” midbrain area lying beneath the 
cerebral cortex that also contains our memory centers—and activates motor 
systems in our basal ganglia and cerebellum (the most primitive areas of 
our brain lying in and near the brain stem area). “This widespread neural 
activation across the brain serves to tie an aesthetic knot around these dif-
ferent neurochemical states of our being, to unite our reptilian brain with 
our primate and human brain, to bind our thoughts to movement, memory, 
hopes, and desires.”19

Now I don’t want to bog us down with an overly detailed description 
of brain anatomy. In his This is Your Brain on Music,20 Levitin does a nice 
job of detail. In this work he traces our neural pathways processing musical 
stimuli from the receptor hair cells of our inner ear through memory and 
emotion centers in the midbrain, into the “executive” prefrontal cortex that 
makes sense of it all by the rule-following, repetitive patterns that distin-
guish music from mere noise—sending signals to the motor regions of the 
brain and triggering our foot-tapping behavior to the beat. These multiple 
and widespread centers in the brain blend the music’s pitch, timbre, con-
tour, tone, and volume into an “organized sound” called music. If you recall 
my Florida swimming pool dance scene, these neural pathways were all ac-
tivated, triggered, and enhanced by a flood of “feel-good” neurotransmitters 
(for example, oxytocin with its bonding, trust-inducing effects), chemical 
transmitters stimulating as well as inhibiting neural firings throughout my 
attention-focused brain.

Some years back Levitin wrote an op-ed piece that appeared in The 
New York Times describing the neural connections between hearing mu-
sic and dancing in response—the music/movement connection. He ended 
the piece by suggesting (tongue in cheek, I guess) that the Lincoln Center 
should really rip up the seats and allow folks to dance to what they heard as 
they were intended to do by evolutionary programming.

Levitin has a point. It is true that as a result of the pleasurable ten-
sion that builds up in our bodies on hearing such organized sound we call 
music, triggering all that flood of neurotransmitters that light up our brain, 
we typically feel an excess of energy that we need to burn off in one way or 
another. Levitin says:

Some of the energy we feel during music playing and listening 
is then expended in the increased mental activity (the visual 

19. Levitin, The World in Six Songs, 226.
20. Levitin, This Is Your Brain on Music.
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images that many people report accompanying musical activ-
ity, or other mental activity such as planning, ruminating, or 
simply aesthetic appreciation). Finger snapping, hand clapping, 
and foot tapping help us burn off the rest, unless of course we 
actually get up and dance, perhaps the most natural reaction, 
but one that has been socialized out of many western adults.21

Of course, there are individual differences, aren’t there? Brains do dif-
fer from one another in both their structure (that is, their physical size as 
well as arrangement of key structures), the pathways that are available (be-
cause of the “use or lose” rule across our individual life span), and baseline 
levels of neurochemicals available for neural communication throughout 
the brain. (I was much more ready to get up and dance than my dear hus-
band was at that poolside in Florida, but he was very indulgent about my 
need to move and perhaps he did clap a bit as he sat beside me!)

Ultimately we differ from one another in our temperaments, motiva-
tions, thought patterns, unconscious and preconscious perceptions of the 
world around us, in our imaginative capacities, our hopes, beliefs, and 
dreams. We are all unique creatures, from our inherited genes to the brains 
we have sculpted over a lifetime. Still, the mere observation of dance motor 
movements is catching for many of us—maybe all of us to a certain extent. 
Thinking back on that poolside episode, somehow the actual sight of others 
clapping and swaying to the music did entice me to join in. That is, there 
was sort of a group amplification effect in observation of others’ responses 
to the music.

Maybe this is the place to just mention the mirror neurons we carry 
in our brains (as do some birds and other primates)—one of the most fre-
quently cited discoveries in the neurosciences over the past twenty years. In 
short, these brain neurons fire both when performing an action and when 
observing an action being performed by a fellow creature. Thus, when you 
see someone dance a jig you have neurons in your brain that fire as if you 
were also joining in that dance. In terms of evolutionary adaptation, pre-
sumably this neural firing (perhaps first arising by chance mutation) had 
survival value because it helped our ancestors learn and prepare to perform 
actions that they had not done before—paving the way for their own actual 
performance in the future.

Since memory and emotion centers are closely neurally linked, such 
observational learning has emotional consequences. And emotions are the 
great motivating forces in our lives. They propel us into action. If you feel 
joy, you want to clap and jump and whoop and holler. If you’re angry, you’d 

21. Levitin, The World in Six Songs, 101.
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like to punch the guy out .  .  . or at least “give him a piece of your mind!” 
“Emotion and motivation are thus intrinsically linked to each other, and to 
our motor centers. But the system can work in the other direction, because 
most neural pathways are bi-directional. In addition to emotions causing us 
to move, movement can make us feel emotional.”22

As we have already seen, music and dance are powerful elicitors of 
emotional responses in us due to the rush of hormones and other neu-
rotransmitters bathing our brain synapses. Since the amygdala, thought 
to be the seat of emotions in our midbrain region, is situated close to the 
hippocampus—the principal brain center for memory—if the music stirs 
up old memories, they will likely be accompanied by strong emotional as-
sociations. When I crank up my CD player and hear the song “MacArthur 
Park”—by the way, the greatest song ever recorded, in my opinion—I not 
only have to move to the beat once the song hits its high spot, but the mem-
ories of my graduate school days flood back, that ’60s feeling, all those coun-
tercultural protests that were part of the antiwar zeitgeist of those days.23

Why does music move us so? Again, we can look to our brain wiring 
for our answer. As he points out in his Proust Was a Neuroscientist, Jonah 
Lehrer confirms what I have already noted: in response to song, neural 
pathways in our brain pass through our emotion centers directly—initially 
bypassing a need for interpretive ideas generated in higher cortical centers 
that would interfere with our immediate, emotional response to the music. 
He says this is why “all art aspires to the condition of music. The symphony 
gives us the thrill of uncertainty . . . without the risk of real life.”24

Another little interesting fact about our memories is that when we 
revisit our remembered experience—in song or otherwise—we alter the 
memory trace at the level of synaptic connections, at the level of the den-
dritic net connecting cell to cell, thus coloring and altering the past memory 
with experience from our present lives. This is why the repeated hearing of 
our ’60s favorites on satellite radio in part dulls the original memory and its 
context, watering down the power of our emotional response to the stimuli.

22. Ibid, 54.
23. Songs are not the only elicitor of emotion-colored memories. Our sense of smell 

and taste are powerful in this regard—they are “uniquely sentimental,” states Jonah 
Lehrer in his Proust Was a Neuroscientist (80). There is a neurological explanation for 
this phenomenon. Both smell and taste are senses directly connected by neural path-
ways to the hippocampus—the center of long-term memory. (To this day, the smell of 
cigars bring back memories of my dad coming in the front hallway on a winter evening 
and my clinging to his tweed coat smelling of tobacco leaf.) Apparently signals from all 
of our other senses first pass through the thalamus, the neural base for language and the 
“front door” to consciousness.

24. Ibid., 133.
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Each neuron has dendritic branches and it’s in this sprawling 
canopy that specific memories are preserved . . . . Every time we 
conjure up our past, the branches of our recollections become 
malleable again .  .  . dendritic details are always being altered, 
shuttling between poles of remembering and forgetting. The 
past is at once perpetual and ephemeral.25

This is also why when we hear a song for the first time in years that was 
associated with an emotionally laden past episode, that original, emotion-
charged memory comes flooding back, hitting us—triggering a nostalgic 
response as we relive the memory of the original event.

In his The World in Six Songs, Levitin’s six categories pretty much 
cover the entire waterfront of music: songs of friendship, joy (expressing 
our exuberance at being alive), comfort (soothing songs with the message 
that “things will be all right in the end”), knowledge (songs that help us 
remember facts necessary for survival or cultural preservation), religion 
(songs bound to ritual in honor of the gods or God), and love. Common to 
all of them is a linkage to other human beings, links to others of our own 
kind. Just to highlight here his first and last categories—friendship songs 
and love songs—let’s reawaken a few memories of our own as we move on 
in the pages ahead to a discussion of narrative.

According to Levitin, friendship songs are those that bind us as a 
self-conscious group in cooperation and good fellow feeling. Within this 
category that we’ll examine more closely in chapter 2, the author includes 
social and political bonding, facilitated by protest and countercultural 
songs, often shared by subgroups living on the margins of society at large. 
As I write this, songs like Arlo Guthrie’s “Alice’s Restaurant,” Peter, Paul and 
Mary’s “Blowin’ in the Wind,” and the rock opera Hair come to mind. You 
can fill in your own favorites occupying your personal memory. For me, 
these songs defined who we were as students in that social roiling time (as 
well as influenced how we became in subsequent decades)—as the marginal, 
antiestablishment groupies who were going to make love and not war, who 
were going to save the world by dropping out at Woodstock. Remember?

Levitin’s last category, love songs, evolved as originally adaptive as our 
ancestors bonded in monogamous pairs to raise their helpless young, essen-
tial for the maintenance of human society as we know it. In its broadest defi-
nition, under all the manifestations of human love—romantic love, mature 
love, love of parents and children for each other, love of God, love of coun-
try, love of liberty and life—underneath it all lies an intense caring about 
someone or something beyond oneself. Given this, clearly the opposite of 

25. Ibid., 94.
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love is not hate, but indifference. In essence, this many-splendored thing 
called love is what finally makes us human.

I suppose when we think of love songs, we think of romantic love. 
Since I have been paying attention to these song categories these days, it has 
seemed to me that about 90 percent of the songs they play on satellite radio 
are love songs of this type. Think of the love songs dear to your own heart. 
There are so many that come to my mind. “Someone to Watch over Me,” 
“Love is Here to Stay,” and closer to my own generation, the Turtles’ “Happy 
Together,”26 Tommy Roe’s “Dizzy,” the Kingston Trio’s “Scotch and Soda,” B. 
J. Thomas’s “Hooked on a Feelin’.” The oxytocin flows, eliciting trust beyond 
reason in the loved one, experientially dissolving the boundary between me 
and my beloved.

I think this may be a good place to begin to segue into our discus-
sion of narrative and the evolutionary roots of story. Because if you think 
about the songs I just mentioned, or reflect on the ones you also brought to 
mind out of your own life’s experience, you’ll see that these songs with lyrics 
tell a story. Now of course you don’t need lyrics to hear a “story” in music, 
but words do help clarify and convey meaning less ambiguously. “Victory 
at Sea” and “The Great Gates of Kiev” (from the larger work “Pictures at 
an Exhibition”) don’t have lyrics. Nevertheless, these musical pieces create 
some kind of story in your mind and mine. But our stories will likely be very 
different in kind and meaning.

If there are lyrics linked to the tune, then the meaning is much less 
ambiguous. Still, musical language expressed in lyrical form is compressed 
in the sense that the meaning of the words are still more ambiguous than if 
I were to spell out the story in prose. If you’re the music listener you have 
to engage with the song and fill in the blanks, so to speak. For example, I 
mentioned the song “MacArthur Park” previously. Do you remember the 
refrain? It goes “Someone left the cake out in the rain / and I don’t think I 
can take it / ‘cause it took so long to bake it / and I’ll never have that recipe 
again . . . oh nooooooo.”27

Now what in the heck does that mean? Well it means something to me. 
There’s a story in there for me, because whenever I hear it sung, tears invari-
ably come to my eyes. For me, it’s a story of irreversible loss . . . of a time . . . 
of youth . . . of love. Fold in all the losses of your own lifetime and maybe 
you can see what I mean. And it has a narrative shape of sorts. On hearing it, 
and dancing to it, I get lost in my story, in the memories of my life.

26. The Turtles, “Happy Together.”
27. Written by Jimmy Webb, performed by Richard Harris. Copyright 1968 by Uni-

versal Polygram International Publishing Inc.
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Our memories allow us to live in time, to reach back into the past, to 
fill in blanks, to recombine the bits and pieces of our past life into the mean-
ing that we shape now, and the future that we expect. We tell a story that has 
a first this and then a that and then a next thing. Our brains are wired for 
story as well as music. Let’s look.

The WOndeR OF OuR BRaIn: BuILT FOR 
STORy

Have you ever had the experience of being riveted to a story—particularly a 
fictional one unfolding in the pages of a book you are now immersed in—so 
immersed in fact that the room you’re sitting in, your spouse in the chair 
beside you, the fight you had with your best friend on the phone last night, 
the appointment that you are going to be late for in about a half hour . . . all 
these mundane facts of your life have fallen away? Fallen away because you 
are transported to another world, the world of the story before you?

When I answer that question for myself, the book that comes to mind 
is one by Ken Follett titled Hornet Flight. I read this historical novel some 
years back and I remember it being a real, as they say, page-turner. If you 
haven’t read it, I don’t want to spoil it for you. But the last few pages were so 
tension-filled—involving two teens’ flight of a patched together old Hornet 
Moth biplane to escape Nazi-controlled Denmark—that I was nearly white-
knuckled while reading them.

Skipping the details of the plot, what I do remember is that as I reached 
the climax of the story, my heart was pounding, my breathing was com-
ing somewhat faster, I held my breath, and my palms were sweaty until the 
plane landed safely on Britain’s shore. At that point the release of my bodily 
tension was palpable—almost as if I had been on that biplane myself.

In recalling my reading and my response to the tale, I have also de-
scribed certain essentials of narrative engagement, especially fictional 
engagement, that are important elements of story structure and reader re-
sponse that I’ll describe in a bit more detail in the pages ahead.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

[Fiction] helps us to understand ourselves, to think—emotion-
ally, imaginatively, reflectively—about human behavior, and to 
step outside the immediate pressures and the automatic reac-
tions of the moment. From pretend play and jokes to Homer, 
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Murasaki, or James Joyce, fiction taps into the swift efficiency of 
our understanding of agents and actions. Old and new stories 
and characters open up and populate possibility space. All these 
fictions make us the one species not restricted to the here and 
now, even if that must be where we act and feel—and imagine.28

In his The Storytelling Animal, Jonathan Gottschall labels our species as 
Homo Fictus, as fiction man, as the “great ape with the story-telling mind.” 
Indeed he makes the case that we humans are addicted to stories. Awake or 
asleep, daytime or nighttime, we weave our tales. We talk to ourselves and 
tell ourselves stories as we sip our coffee and gaze off into the distance, for 
example creating a narrative about what we could have said, should have 
said to that guy yesterday; as we arrive home in the evening and greet our 
spouse with the words, “Do I have a story to tell you. You wouldn’t believe 
what the guy at the next desk said to me during break . . .”; as we meet a good 
friend for lunch and launch into our latest gripe about the dentist we saw 
this morning who promised it wouldn’t hurt . . . but then it did! And so on. 
And as bizarre as our dreams are at night, nevertheless, they do have a story 
form, an order of sorts, a this leading to a that. Our daydreams and our night 
dreams, our gossip about others and the telling of our life events all have 
a temporal shape to them, a temporal movement that makes them story. 
Sportscasters tell stories, dramatic, suspenseful stories about sports plays; 
our trial lawyers tell great, dramatic stories to sway jurors’ thinking. (As I 
write this the George Zimmerman trial for the murder of Trayvon Martin 
has just ended. If you watched the defense and the prosecution lawyers tell 
their version of events, you will have seen the weaving of powerful tales. It 
turned out that Zimmerman’s lawyer’s version was the more persuasive one 
in the jurors’ judgment.)

As Gottschall puts it, our “brain circuitry shapes the chaos of our lives 
into story,”29 creating a sense of self-coherence, ultimately weaving together 
our sense of present, past, and future. According to Gottschall and others, 
our storytelling mind allows us to experience our lives as a whole, in an 
orderly and meaningful way—making life more than a confusing, buzzing 
series of disconnected nows.

As is true for all human perception, whether creating or viewing art 
of all kinds—including of course music—or reading prose or fiction, we 
humans are pattern detectors. That is, we are wired to attend to repetitive 
patterns and to pay special attention to what appears to us as novel and 
thus worthy of scrutiny. Trying to understand the world around us, below 

28. Gottschall, The Storytelling Animal, 208.
29. Ibid., xvii.
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the level of consciousness, our brains process and make sense of incoming 
stimuli to anticipate and ward off surprises. But we are also—being playful 
creatures—delighted by surprising patterns that attract and stir the emo-
tions that in turn motivate our overt or covert responses.

But why are we attracted to fiction? Why have we become Homo Fictus?
In his On the Origin of Stories, Brian Boyd’s main argument is that 

story (especially fiction) like other forms of art such as music, is an ad-
aptation that has become hardwired in our human brains as they evolved 
over past millennia. Fiction, as a form of linguistic play, increases the mind’s 
flexibility. As we’ll explore in more depth in the next chapter, fiction helps 
us explore future possibilities as well as real actualities. This experiential 
exploration costs us comparatively little effort—after all, I wasn’t actually in 
danger escaping the Nazi killers in that taped-together biplane in Follett’s 
Hornet Flight (more likely I was tucked into my favorite chair with perhaps 
a nice glass of Cabernet beside me)—allowing me in the safety of my chair 
to experience the thrill of danger and the relief of rescue at the story’s end.

As I tried to say in telling that little story, I was quite unable to sup-
press my response to that well-told novel. I was sucked in, I was seduced, I 
was transported. In the process, I was exposed to a unique problem and its 
solution. I was confronted with evil in the form of Nazi racial hatred, and 
I experienced again the triumph of good over evil, justice over tyranny. In 
short, my mind was richly rewarded for turning the pages until the end of 
that work.

In arguing for the biological base of fiction preference, Boyd makes 
clear—as others have—that in order to claim an evolutionary base for some 
capacity, the evolved adaptation has to be designed for some biological 
function or purpose. He then goes on to list likely functions of fiction. He 
argues that reading fiction increases the “range of vicarious experience and 
behavioral options,” and “improves our capacity to interpret events.” By in-
creasing our understanding of possible options, fiction “hooks our attention 
(thus increasing the social status of the storyteller), rouses emotion, and 
amplifies memory,” since we tend to remember what moves us. All of this 
provides a broader basis for our thinking and problem solving—without 
requiring belief that the actual fictional events are true. After all, I was aware 
that Follett’s novel was a made-up story, even though it was based on actual 
historical events. In neural terms, fiction “provides important nourishment 
for brain growth, it actually helps rewire the brain, increasing the connec-
tions between neurons in the cerebral cortex.”30

30. Boyd, On the Origin of Stories, 191.
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Boyd emphasizes the playful quality of both fiction telling and fiction 
enjoyment—even as he points out that fiction and myth and stories of vari-
ous kinds can be harnessed for serious purpose. For example, religions of 
various stripes have always used song and stories to serve their own teach-
ing and worship purposes. Nevertheless, despite serious purpose, like all 
art fiction is basically a creation of our brain’s capacity to play with patterns 
(here linguistic) for our human delight.

All art has cost of course, cost in terms of time and energy both to 
create and to pay attention to the products, benefitting those who make and 
those who consume the products in one way or another. To repeat a central 
point here, there have to be species benefits, or our story-creating powers 
would long ago have been weeded out and eliminated from our species’ 
repertoire.

Boyd lists as low cost high benefit stories captured in proverbs, fables, 
and parables—providing “moral rules of thumb.” He cites stories in the form 
of jokes as having low cost and high immediate benefit for both teller and 
audience, “being brief, portable, and steeped in the pleasures of surprise . . . 
like social play.” On the other hand, stories of high cost and high immedi-
ate benefit include screen and print fiction (it usually takes years to write a 
novel), but produce pleasurable, short-lived entertainment—the best stories 
conveying some moral or real-life truth within them. And finally Boyd cites 
stories of high cost and high, long-lasting benefit to include serious stories 
“that provoke us to reconsider what it is to be human”31—perhaps an ex-
ample being Night, Elie Wiesel’s autobiographical account of his and his 
father’s time in a Nazi death camp.

Gotschall argues that “when we experience fiction, our minds are fir-
ing and wiring, honing the neural pathways that regulate our responses to 
real-life experiences.”32 Citing Keith Oakley and his colleagues’ work that 
showed that fiction readers had better social skills than those who mainly 
read nonfiction, Gottschall concludes that reading fiction is good for you 
because living in society is enormously challenging and we humans need 
all the help we can get. Recent research that we’ll revisit in due course has 
shown that reading high quality, literary fiction in particular has long-last-
ing and positive interpersonal consequences for the reader. In short, read-
ing fiction is an enriched and pain-free way to expand our understanding 
of other humans who occupy our real world, allowing us to interpret others 
who are different from us, to understand their motives as they can grasp 

31. Boyd, On the Origin of Stories, 207–8.
32. Gotschall, The Storytelling Animal, 65.
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ours, to anticipate their behaviors, and to solve problems that may arise in 
future new situations and encounters.

As we’ll also discuss in a bit more detail in the pages ahead, from 
early childhood on, humans begin to develop what’s referred to in child 
development studies as a theory of mind (or ToM for short). Early on, we 
begin to understand other minds, grasping them in terms of goal-seeking, 
intentional purpose, and desires. Our minds develop in ways that make us 
pretty good at reading one another, at taking the role of the other, or empa-
thizing, and predicting others’ actions as a function of their own beliefs and 
intentions. We also come to understand that they too are good at reading 
us. “Trying to understand why others do what they do matters so much in 
both human life and literature . . . . Higher intelligence emerged primarily 
as social intelligence . . . to understand conspecifics and to reveal or conceal 
from others our beliefs, desires, and intentions.”33 In evolutionary terms, 
humans developed such social intelligence as a result of neural connections 
in an expanded frontal neocortex, and this intuitive ability to read others’ 
motives and predict their behavior led to greater group cooperation and 
safety—thus again enhancing survival.

To the point here, this power of cognitive-emotional perception that 
we carry around in our own theories of mind is enhanced by the reading of 
fiction, expanding our experience beyond the concrete particulars of our 
everyday life. Both fiction and autobiography provide enriched opportuni-
ties to exercise our ability to read others in flexible ways.

Additionally, reading both poetry and prose—fiction or otherwise—
provides opportunity for meeting of the minds, the mind of the author and 
the mind of the reader, creating new meaning in the process. “What drives 
the creative process is our hankering for mind-making and mind-reading 
. . . [allowing us] to navigate our social world and also structure that world”34 
as we make our way through it.

At the beginning of this chapter, I talked about our memory as actually 
pretty faulty in terms of remembering exactly the actual past events that we 
have experienced. In fact, memories can be classified into semantic versus 
episodic ones. Semantic memories involve memories of fact. For example, 
we learn and then remember that September has thirty days and the Dow 
Jones Industrial Average is the average value of publicly traded stocks of 
thirty major industries. Episodic memories are memories of past events that 
we have experienced over our lifetimes. The “failure” of our episodic memo-
ries to recall precise replicas of our own experience is likely not a failure 

33. Boyd, On the Origin of Stories, 141.
34. Zunshine, Why We Read Fiction, 160–62.
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at all (and think of the horror if we remembered every minute of our past 
experience, never shaking a single detail of it over time). No, this weakness 
of our episodic memory may also be another evolutionary adaptation facili-
tating our retrieval of aspects of memories and recombining them in order 
to imagine simulations of future experience.

In other words, because our memories “fill in” details of past experi-
ence, we are able to imagine and create new meaning from past experience. 
We thus expand cognitive flexibility at the neural and experiential level at 
relatively low cost in the process. Taking that biplane ride of Follett’s fic-
tion in my imagination cost me minimal actual pain other than the tension 
that built during the reading. I gained not only new information about our 
culture’s historical past, but also reinforcement of neural pathways under-
girding my moral expectations regarding social justice.

In short, we are meaning-generating creatures; we realize by the mis-
takes that we make that our memories can be faulty—we can forget or “lose” 
someone’s name, we can misremember by coloring the past that never actu-
ally occurred, we can be mistaken about “facts” we are certain about. We 
know this, but we persist in filling in the blanks as best we can. You and I 
desire to know, to know more, to predict, to not remain in the dark about 
our ultimate future even beyond the grave. We develop stories and myths 
(some true perhaps) to answer the ultimate questions of life. We coo songs 
and tell stories from the crib to the grave (so to speak). Let’s spend a bit of 
time looking at our individual development in this regard across our own 
life span.

The emBOdIed mInd: The deveLOpmenT OF 
OuR naRRaTIve mIndS OveR The COuRSe OF 

a LIFeTIme

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Fiction is even more central to human life than we feel from the 
moment we first engage in pretend play to the moment we finish 
our last story35

35. Boyd, On the Origin of Stories, 384.
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

When I was about four or five my parents took me across the Ohio 
River from our home in downtown Louisville to my Aunt Vi’s house outside 
New Albany, Indiana. By that time my Grandma and Grandpa Shelton (my 
mom’s parents) had moved in with Aunt Vi after her husband died; and so 
the three of them grew old together in this big old farm house on the edge 
of town.

I have this memory of sitting on the couch in Aunt Vi’s living room 
and someone . . . maybe my mom . . . maybe my grandma . . . was reading 
to me out of a child’s fairy-tale book. The particular story had a repetitive 
refrain at the bottom of every page that went “The goblins are gonna get 
you if you don’t watch out!” Now I don’t remember the tale at all but I do 
remember that refrain to this day. I also remember—some six decades or 
so later—that I didn’t like the story, that I felt a shiver of fear every time we 
came to that line. Both the line and the fear, the rhythmic language and the 
negative emotion, became wired in my brain’s memory center and pretty 
much remained buried there until I started thinking about the function of 
stories for children as they develop across their childhood years. This writ-
ing triggered that memory that had remained dormant until now.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

In a lovely essay by the writer Ian McEwan (see note thirty-six), he dis-
tinguishes between what he refers to as the “standard social science model” 
of human nature and the “universal people” model. Drawing primarily 
from social science literature, McEwan traces the former model’s popular 
preeminence to the rise of behaviorism in psychology found in the early to 
mid-twentieth century research and writing of such behavioral luminaries 
as John Watson and B. F. Skinner. In its extreme forms adherents of such an 
orientation conceived of human nature as a blank slate, infinitely malleable 
from birth onward. Nurture almost completely trumped nature in this view. 
Humans as such were not born with an essential human nature but were 
shaped, molded, and conditioned to think and act, to perceive and conceive 
as a strict function of environmental reinforcements, both primary (such 
as food or sex) and secondary or learned rewards such as money or profes-
sional advancement.

McEwan traces the modern form of the second model, the universal 
people model, to the work of Paul Ekman, who in the 1950s carried out 
cross-cultural research, studying the recognition of facial expression in 
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photographs shown to the natives of New Guinea who had had little or no 
contact with the outside world before his study. Results showed that these 
natives had an uncanny ability not only to recognize the meaning of the 
facial expression, but they could also create stories appropriate to what they 
were seeing in the pictures. Ekman concluded that facial expressions reveal-
ing emotional states are a universal component of human being (and as 
we shall see, also influenced by the kind of fiction read). But the display of 
these inborn and universal states, that is, the conditions under which they 
are allowed to be displayed, are governed by social rules developed within 
particular cultures.

For example, you are much less likely to observe exuberant and extro-
verted behavioral displays such as glad-handing and backslapping among 
the Japanese than you are to observe such behaviors at a college frat party in 
this country. McEwan concludes that “social experience influences attitudes 
about emotion, creates display and feeling rules, develops and tunes the par-
ticular occasions which will most rapidly call forth an emotion.” However, 
the expression of our emotions once aroused, the particular configurations 
of muscular movements that make up a grimace, a frown, or a look of emo-
tional disgust or anger appear to be fixed—enabling understanding across 
generations, across cultures, and within cultures between strangers as well 
as intimates.36

After Ekman’s work, a flood of cross-cultural studies in anthropology, 
sociology, and psychology followed. In 1991, Donald Brown reviewed much 
of the data drawn from early anthropological work such as that carried out 
by Margaret Mead and her contemporaries. Brown published a book titled 
Human Universals,37 and in it, he provided a list of what he found to be 
common across human individuals, as well as across societies. Ranging 
from tool-making to gift-giving; from the role of gossip as social control to 
conceptions of justice in society; from the development of language com-
ponents (e.g., nouns, verbs, possessives) to the rules for proper arrange-
ment of them in sentence structure; from ritual and language as symbol to 
the making of world myths conveying ultimate meaning—all these human 
categories are found cross-culturally, from East to West, supporting Brown’s 
conclusion regarding a universal human nature.38

The take-away point that we can conclude from all these research 
findings, and as has been a constant theme throughout this science-based 
chapter, is this: for both our species’ development and our individual 

36. McEwan, “Literature, Science, and Human Nature,” 16–17.
37. Brown, Human Universals.
38. McEwan, “Literature, Science, and Human Nature,” 17.
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development over our lifetime, the consensus among scientists is that it is 
not a question of one model over the other—no longer a question of univer-
sal human essence or nature versus the nurture model of the blank slate writ 
large—but a question of both/and from cradle to grave. As newborns we ar-
rive with a complete set of genes inherited and programmed to produce an 
infant who becomes an adult of a certain shape and size, a certain skin color 
and temperament (for example, with introvert or extrovert tendencies from 
the get-go). We inherit to a greater or lesser degree the creative capacities for 
art, language, and story, an ability to reason, anticipate, and plan, a capacity 
to self-reflect and self-transcend and reach out beyond ourselves to embrace 
others, nature, and God.

But beyond these biological givens, nurture then trumps nature by 
providing a context and culture within which we learn, choose, engage with 
literature and art, bond with others and open ourselves to new experience, 
molding our preferences, shaping our motives and goals—all the while 
molding and sculpting our brains as we move through our days, creating 
ourselves in the process.

My main interest here is in the power of music and story to shape 
ourselves into who we have become, as well as who we can yet be. This 
process of course does begin in the cradle. In fact, by the age of two, humans 
are able to engage in pretend play, enacting simple dramas with Legos and 
blocks. By the age of three or four, all children who are not severely deprived 
of environmental stimuli in the form of songs and stories and opportuni-
ties for play tend to inhabit—at least a good part of the time—the land of 
make-believe.

Gotschall calls children “creatures of the story.” Although there tend to 
be inborn gender differences in boy versus girl play—boys gravitate toward 
blocks, girls gravitate toward dolls—the fact that all children express rich 
story imaginations is universal. Very young children tell simple stories in 
play before they can actually articulate in words the meaning of their ac-
tions. But they enact the story bodily, they rock the dolly in rhythm, they 
sooth the dolly’s troubles with humming songs, they rhythmically march 
their toy soldiers to the rhythm of drumbeats in their heads. Later, they 
jump rope to the rhythmic beat of the rope’s turns. Additionally, by age 
three children tend to create imaginary companions. Paul Harris and other 
psychologists trace a child’s grasp of God as divine agent as likely stemming 
from this capacity to imagine what is not seen as nevertheless real.39

39. Harris, The Work of the Imagination; Rosengren et al., eds, Imagining the 
Impossible.
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My central concern here is with the role of story, especially fiction, 
in our developing lives from childhood onward. In any consideration of 
story—whether in song or poetry or prose—we need to consider the role of 
trouble at the heart of the matter. The vivid stories that children tell in the 
nursery or kindergarten grab others’ attention by the pitch of their voices 
adding spice and heightening drama as they enact stories about lions and 
tigers, about boogeymen, about witches and other such threats to be reck-
oned with. While initially children’s pretend play lacks a clear story line with 
temporal continuity—a beginning, middle, and satisfactory ending—nev-
ertheless the simple episodes they tell and enact are usually about trouble, 
about facing the bad and somehow overcoming it.

For all children, both singing and story enactment are forms of play—
that adaptive and pleasurable mastering of skills in living, building the 
brain’s synaptic connections in the process. As we saw earlier, repetitiveness 
lies at the heart of play, allowing time to sculpt bodies and brains and thus 
minds.40 Repetitive play builds brain strength by “overlearning” actions and 
enhancing perceptual flexibility in planning for and dealing with real life. 
And a central part of real life for children and adults alike is the experience 
of trouble in the form of loss, pain, dangerous threat from forces that lurk 
in the dark, so to speak.

As children’s Theories of Mind develop by mid to later childhood, their 
brains can link an understanding of the other’s intentions, feelings, and be-
lief to another’s goal-directed behavior. Thus stories begin to take on a more 
coherent, temporal whole from a beginning to an ending, with causes and 
consequences laid out in logical fashion. But the overarching theme to these 
later stories is still trouble being confronted and mastered.

From early age then, stories work because they grab our attention. A 
good story catches us by surprise. And stories about the bad, the disaster, 
are the most compelling, attention-getting of all. Why?

The assumption here is that such story content simply helps prepare 
a child for future life. Hence children’s stories, myths, and nursery rhymes 
are often about threat. “The Goblin’s gonna get you if you don’t watch out.” 
Of course, as Gotschall points out, today the bad is more usually confronted 
on the cartoon TV network and in video games. But nevertheless, trouble is 
there at the heart of all of our stories.

You could say then that there is a gap between what we humans want, 
that is, peace and joy and pleasure, and what we desire to read or hear or 
sing about. In fact, if the film or novel doesn’t have a horrendous problem to 
be solved somewhere along the line (such as escaping the Nazis in a flimsy 

40. Boyd, On the Origin of Stories.
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biplane) then we think it is superficial and boring—in fact like so much of 
our everyday lives. Even “lighter” fiction has a problem to be solved at its 
base. Gentle novels that have meant something to me—like Gail Godwin’s 
Father Melancholy’s Daughter or Annie Tyler’s Patchwork Planet or Marilyn 
Robinson’s Gilead—still deal with the problems of depression, love’s loss, 
jealousy, aging, and dying.

No, from the age of two or three we need trouble in our pretend play 
to grab and keep our attention. This fact likely provides one basic answer 
for story’s role in our species’ evolution. We tell one another stories in order 
to normalize the unusual that happens to us—to fit it in and make some 
coherent sense of our experience. But we also need to sing and read about 
trouble not only because is it interesting, riveting us, getting our attention. 
But also so we can learn vicariously the strategies necessary for coping with 
life’s losses.

In sum, despite our lives being boring for most of their mundane ev-
erydayness, every life has trouble, big time. Your life has or will have trouble 
across its days in the form of loss, sickness, and ultimately death. And the 
adaptive role of story is to allow us to imagine coping with trouble of all 
kinds, rehearsing and building flexible options for future coping strategies. 
While experiencing tension in the process of reading or hearing a good 
narrative, nevertheless, the experience itself—being vicarious—is painless. 
Stories, beginning in the nursery, thus focus on the great predicaments of 
human life: “Sex, love, suffering, death, power and weakness.”41 Stories in 
the form of songs, poetry, and fiction help prepare us by vicarious rehearsal 
for meeting those limits in our own lives when they befall us.

There likely is a central role here for those mirror neurons we carry 
around in our brains. If you recall, such neurons in part give rise to our 
emotional knowledge, allowing us to learn motor movements and be emo-
tionally moved by the observation of feeling displays from others in our 
environment. We learn by mere watching; we experience like emotions 
when engaging with others. And when we hear a story, or read a novel, or 
hear a song with lyrics that convey a story line, our brains are busy respond-
ing vicariously to the story’s plot. We can run “fictional simulations in our 
heads,” experiencing the stories as if they were real. And we not only add to 
our store of flexible future options for coping with trouble, but—as I’ve said 
repeatedly throughout this chapter—we rewire our brains in the process.

Now the solutions that some fictions provide for life’s big problems are 
not always good ones in the real world of possible actions. Think of some 
of the novels you’ve read that include life stories gone awry, wrong turns in 

41. Gotschall, The Storytelling Animal, 56.
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the road taken. Nevertheless the more we experience vicariously through 
story, the richer the base of options we develop over a lifetime of storytelling 
and hearing. “When you share a smile or laugh with someone face to face, a 
discernible synchrony emerges between you, as your gestures and biochem-
istries, even your respective neural firings, come to mirror each other.”42 I 
would say that is also true as you engage with the storytellers, meeting them 
in their song or narrative creations. And this meeting between humans, this 
learning from one another registered even at the level of neural synapse, 
begins in our earliest childhoods and doesn’t end until our own life stories 
are done.

CuLTuRaL evOLu TIOn: SOng and STORy In 
OuR TIme

I bought a new car this year, fresh off the lot, just delivered from the auto 
distributor the morning before I arrived to snap the beauty up. I was pre-
pared to go all out. I wanted not only a navigation system with a built-in 
GPS, but also a satellite radio installed by the factory to be in place when I 
signed the deal. Then of course I discovered that I had to learn how to work 
the mysterious knobs on my dashboard. (Actually they weren’t on the dash-
board, but were accessed by a kind-of mouse operated like one on a com-
puter.) Once I discovered how to switch from FM to satellite, however, I did 
not returned to my favorite NPR station. No, I have moved back and forth 
from the 1940s to the 1960s hit music. Actually the ’40s were a bit before 
my time—or at least before I was much into pop songs—but they remind 
me of my parents and my childhood home, and therefore, bring back a good 
feeling when I hear “Begin the Beguine” or “In the Mood.” In contrast, when 
I have occasionally wandered into the ’80s Heavy Metal or Today’s Hip Hop, 
I quickly turn it off because “That’s not music!” and off I go in search of the 
familiar comfort given by the Beach Boys as they harmonize about “Califor-
nia Girls,” or relish that ’60s feeling of Don McLean’s “American Pie”—some 
of the music we might have heard at that Ft. Myers Beach bar.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Human culture has always evolved over time, being the product of 
human minds that have evolved the creative capacity to make something 
new. As an ultra-social species, we are equipped to learn from one another 

42. Frederickson, “Your Phone vs. Your Heart.” 
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and cooperate within social networks to conduct scientific investigations 
and fashion art in order to expand beyond the known to discover and ex-
plore what lies beyond our everyday given. In mimicking the gods or in co-
creating with the one God of our Western tradition, we have continuously 
explored and experimented beyond the edges of the known, to make what 
is new, and to revel in the making.

But it is possible—and I’m certainly not the first to suggest this—that 
we are witnessing today an aesthetic revolution in the creation and dissemi-
nation of song and story. Stories in lyrical form have always been sung in 
order to bond with others—to comfort, to protest, to praise, to worship, to 
express joyful exuberance and love. These deep human matters have been 
expressed in the form of psalms sung, rhythms chanted to the accompa-
niment of drums, choruses and quartets sung in harmony, hymns and lit-
urgies sung by monks’ choirs. But today, beginning with the invention of 
recording in the nineteenth century, this cultural evolution is undergoing 
a steep growth curve. The Internet, personal computers, ear phones, iPods 
and iPads and iPhones—all the various instruments of social media are al-
lowing access to music of all kinds, and the choice for listening and mixing 
to our taste is almost unlimited. Today, new forms of musical art are being 
created, music like hip hop and rap that strain at least some of our brains 
to find the patterns that identify these aesthetic expressions as art and not 
just noise.

So too have the forms evolved for storytelling. The novel first appeared 
on the scene during the eighteenth century. Now we still voraciously read 
fiction (how many books did J. K. Rowling and her Harry Potter series sell?), 
but we also follow stories on TV reality shows and in video games, and 
we can participate as players and co-creators within virtual reality Internet 
technologies. The forms have changed, but the omnipresence of songs and 
stories remain.

In his Proust was a Neuroscientist, Lehrer defines music as that “sliver 
of sound that we have learned how to hear.”43 In a colorful description of 
audience response the first time they were exposed to Stravinsky’s “The Rite 
of Spring” the author painted a scene of chaos. On first hearing what they 
apparently took as mere hideous noise, members of the audience erupted in 
emotional rage, even resorting to physical blows when their brains could no 
longer tolerate the sound assault on their ears.

Of course as Lehrer points out, now “The Rite of Spring” no longer 
surprises us. We have learned to hear the pattern in the sounds and our 
brains have come to understand these patterned sounds as indeed familiar 

43. Lehrer, Proust was a Neuroscientist, 123.
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music. “Our sense of sound is a work in progress. Neurons in the auditory 
cortex are constantly being altered by the songs and symphonies we listen 
to. Nothing is difficult forever.”44 The author makes the point that music 
only excites us when the auditory cortex has to struggle to make sense out 
of incoming musical stimuli. Our brains are driven to make order out of 
chaos. If the order is too obvious, the music bores us (think some church 
or elevator music); if the brain cannot discover any pattern to the incoming 
notes, then the tension becomes unbearable. The “music” is dismissed as 
nothing but random sound without the release of emotional tension that 
comes from the discovery of pattern (think my response to rap or the audi-
ence’s response upon hearing Stravinsky’s masterpiece for the first time).

As Lehrer traces it, Stravinsky’s work was actually part of a wave of 
an aesthetic revolt that took place in both music and fiction writing during 
the early twentieth century. In striving to create something new, composers 
such as Stravinsky and Arnold Schoenberg (whose atonal experimentation 
inspired Stravinsky’s work), and writers such as James Joyce, Virginia Woolf, 
and Gertrude Stein began to explore new expressions that went beyond the 
mere abstract—after all, music and prose by their very nature were abstract 
and symbolic. Lehrer describes how these artistic creators experimented 
with writing in streams of consciousness such as those found in Joyce’s 
Ulysses, Faulkner’s The Sound and the Fury, and Woolf ’s To the Lighthouse.

In a sense both music and prose fiction have divided into two streams 
in our contemporary culture: the popular stream consumed by us ordinary 
folk and appreciated by the masses, and the elite stream confined to the 
university department and conservatory. As Lehrer points out, works that 
followed from last century’s aesthetic revolt mainly have penetrated only the 
second stream. Today no one reads Joyce except the academic crowd. Sto-
ries that are widely read—the stories found in movies, TV, and videos—tend 
to have understandable plots, stories with some suspense and resolution of 
sorts in the end.

On the other hand, although our brains do prefer the familiar, we don’t 
want to be bored, do we? The paradox is that we want both the familiar and 
the new embedded within it. We do want tension aroused by surprise as we 
scan for patterns. We engage emotionally with tunes and fictional narrative 
that pull us into their story line of character plus predicament plus some 
escape and solution.

If we get caught up in the story line then one of the characters may 
well become ourselves. After all, this is the nature of engagement with both 
story and song. Being transported by a plot and emotionally embroiled in 

44. Ibid., 125.
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its movement, you and I are always part of the character structure in one 
way or another. Whether the goblin’s gonna get me or whether I’m in the 
biplane cockpit along with the kids flying the plane or with Richard Harris 
in MacArthur Park, lamenting the loss of his cake—I’m part of that story 
and my brain thrives on the experience.

I suppose one lesson here—and underscored in Lehrer’s work—is that 
it is crucially important in our lives that we remain open to new experience. 
Despite the fact that we find comfort in the familiar, we are called to grow 
and thrive and flourish to the end. The only way to do that is to be open to 
new things, new types of music, new stories and songs that feed our neu-
ral networks—all those dendrites forming and reforming canopies around 
emotional and memory centers in our brains. So yes, I should pay attention 
to the rap music on the street, and yes I should try to learn about abstract 
art and atonal music. Bob Dylan supposedly said something to the effect 
that one who is not busy being born (that is, growing experientially) is busy 
dying. So here’s to life!

SCIenCe, aRT, and ReLIgIOn

Antonio Damasio, Michael Gazzaniga, Jonah Lehrer, as well as many other 
neuroscientists, are very clear about the limits of their investigative meth-
ods. While we can with some precision map brain areas that are active in 
the perceptual and conceptual flow when we process incoming stimuli and 
select out patterns to attend to and make something of, we will never ex-
plain the origin of that attention, itself—that mystery of a self from which 
our conscious, emergent properties arise from no single, measurable source. 
Science cannot reduce all of reality to fit its tools. “Any explanation of our 
experience solely in terms of our neurons will never explain our experi-
ence, because we don’t experience our neurons.”45 Ultimately, as I said at the 
beginning of this work, the origin of the sense of self—that which executes 
that executive power to select, attend, choose, and direct, that center out of 
which the sense of a whole self emerges is ultimately a mystery.

And where there is mystery, there is room for art. Noam Chomsky, the 
great twentieth-century linguist, is reported to have said, “It is quite possi-
ble—overwhelmingly probable, one might guess—that we will always learn 
more about human life and personality from novels than from scientific 
psychology.”46 I would also argue that there is room and a place for theology 
in striving to catch a more complete picture of the whole of the universe.

45. Lehrer, Proust was a Neuroscientist, 187.
46. Quoted in ibid., 187–88.
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Both novels and autobiographies (as I said earlier, both more or less 
fiction genres) have been shown to be powerful influences in shaping our 
understanding of human nature, and function as models for the developing 
self. As a case in point, just this morning at the breakfast table I was read-
ing my latest issue of the journal Image. And in it was an essay by Peggy 
Rosenthal—a poet and essayist who focuses on Christian spirituality. In her 
piece, titled “An Apprenticeship in Affliction: Waiting with Simone Weil,” 
she describes the impact that Weil’s writing titled “Human Personality” had 
on her life. Rosenthal says, “I gasped at the uncanny aptness to my personal 
crisis, and knew with gratitude that God would be addressing me directly 
through Weil’s words . . . . Weil’s prose had a quality which I’d call poetic—in 
its concision and its grasp of the single sharp image as insight’s wedge into 
our souls.”

Rosenthal goes on to describe her response to reading Weil’s essay. 
She took to copying out longhand many of the author’s words, making her 
reading experience indeed an embodied one. She says, “I felt compelled to 
copy its lines into my journal so as to pass them through my body, making 
sure their points dug in . . . . All my confidence had been in my intelligence, 
as the faculty to show me the truth about any subject, yet here was Weil: ‘A 
mind enclosed in language is in prison . . . the intelligent man who is proud 
of his intelligence is like a condemned man who is proud of his large cell’.”47

Truth often lies beneath and beyond what words can say. In the say-
ing, of course, we express what we see. But the glimpse of reality penetrates 
deeper than the prose that expresses it.

There is much lip service today about the complementary nature of 
science and art, but woefully little actual collaboration as equals in our 
common search for truth. As Lehrer points out, the scientists who pride 
themselves on recognizing their own method’s limits and who express a 
desire to go beyond empiricism in the process of discovery, have usually 
wound up simply translating their own empirical work into understandable 
public consumption. Instead of open and respectful collaboration with the 
poets, visual artists, and fiction writers who are somehow able to capture 
the universal in the particular image (as we saw above in Rosenthal’s ac-
count), or theologians who address ultimate questions of why and to what 
end, these scientists refer to the mystery of self as the “neural correlate of 
consciousness” and proceed to “measure” consciousness with their tools of 
brain imagery. But those images in themselves are not reflections of con-
scious selves embedded in and engaged with a world of meaning that we 
co-create as it creates us in turn.

47. Rosenthal, “An Apprenticeship in Affliction,” 83.
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I think it is obvious that the public more easily grasps literature than 
scientific research with its technical jargon and findings. But beyond ease 
of mental grasp, the universal insights captured in the particular symbols 
and metaphors of the arts do convey, as Chomsky noted, aspects of human 
life that we could discover no other way. Thus art is useful in describing and 
helping us understand our experience of self and world. But I would also 
argue that beyond art, or perhaps through aesthetics of various kinds, theol-
ogy also has a role to play in understanding human life—why we are here 
and where we are going. As art is not reducible to physics, neither is theol-
ogy or the study of God’s engagement with humankind reducible to art.

All of these disciplines—science, art, and theology—are in search of 
truth. None of them has a monopoly on that. All are human endeavors, 
worthy in their own right, but complementary human endeavors that have 
over the millennia tried to break through the wall of ignorance and reveal 
what is real, and mark the true (as we are able) from the false—generating 
knowledge in the process. Lehrer concludes thusly: “All knowledge .  .  . is 
mixed with our errors, our prejudices, our dreams, and our hopes; [and] all 
we can do is grope for truth even though it is beyond our reach.” Neither is 
there any authority “beyond the reach of criticism.”48 

As an infinitely social species, we are embedded in human commu-
nity, embedded in something larger than our own isolated selves. Witness 
the fact that almost all of our emotions are social in nature. Love, pride, 
ambition, mercy, anger, pity, and so on—all only have meaning as related 
to other people. We take into account others’ motives and intentions based 
on our understanding of ourselves with wills of our own. We are tied to one 
another from our evolutionary roots to today’s Internet community.

But we are also embedded in a larger mystery that goes beyond our so-
cial community. The neuroscientist Ramachandran concludes The Tell-Tale 
Brain with these words: “As human beings we have to accept with humility 
that the question of ultimate origins will always remain with us, no matter 
how deeply we understand the brain and the cosmos that it creates.”49 Over 
the ages mystics, poets, artists, religious from all stripes of observance, and 
those with none have sensed what Simone Weil expressed in her spiritual 
autobiography Waiting for God. Namely, that there is an Ultimate Reality 
that transcends our ordinary human lives; an Ultimate Reality whose Spirit 
hovers over our lives and engages with us providentially if we are open to 
such engagement.

48. Lehrer, Proust was a Neuroscientist, 197.
49. Ramachandran, The Tell-Tale Brain, 239.
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In his My Bright Abyss, the contemporary poet Christian Wiman talks 
about the necessity of being open to God’s impingement in our everyday 
lives. He says “if you do not ‘think’ of God, in whatever way you find to do 
that, if God has no relation to your experience, if God is not in your experi-
ence, then experience is always an end in itself, and always, I think, a dead 
end.” In the writing of poetry, Wiman notes some “mysterious resonance” 
between the thing imaged and language, between mind and matter, which is 
a kind of revelation of reality beyond what we can see, or touch, or measure.

This is a book about our human lives and their potential to flourish 
to the very end. This is a book about aging well, if you will; this is a book 
about living well until our last breath; this is a book about telling a good life 
story, giving it a coherent wholeness with value and positive meaning. Our 
marvelous brain gives us the rich potential to achieve all of that. To this 
purpose, I am going to draw from all these human sources of truth—sci-
ence (as I certainly have in this chapter, laying the biological foundation for 
embodied wholeness), and art in the form of song, dance, and story, and 
theology—that quest for Truth beyond words and worlds. Ultimately this 
book is about faith in life, yours and mine. Faith in the “ongoingness of it, 
the indestructibility, some atom-by-atom intelligence that is and isn’t us, 
some day-by-day and death-by-death persistence insisting on a more-than-
human hope, some tender and terrible energy that is, for those with the eyes 
to see it, love.”50

With that, let’s continue our journey together.

50. Wiman, My Bright Abyss, 58; 51; 36.
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